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Jess tips the jug.

She tips the box.

Phonics School & Home is a selection of diverse 
and inclusive phonic stories, accompanied by bright 
and contemporary illustrations to engage and inspire 
young readers.

Each decodable book has been carefully crafted to 
help children build on phonic knowledge, moving 
confidently from decoding words to reading fluently.

Structured to help children to practise and 
apply their decoding skills. The series reinforces 
classroom learning, focusing on different 
phonemes within the current and succeeding 
levels to foster fluency and phrasing skills.

Features:

Learning is supported by humorous and fun 
illustrations and children will love searching for 
the hidden characters throughout the books!

Scholastic Phonics School & Home   NEW
Carefully structured decodable books for early readers 
designed for school and home.

ISBN Title PRICE

978-1-4430-7579-4 Complete Library Pack 
(52 titles - 1 copy of each)

$549.99

978-1-4430-7580-0 Collection 1 (Sets 1–4) 
(16 titles - 4 copies of each)

$549.99

978-1-4430-7581-7 Collection 2 (Sets 5–8)  
(16 titles - 4 copies of each)

$549.99

978-1-4430-7582-4 Collection 3 (Sets 9–13)  
(20 titles - 4 copies of each)

$649.99

978-1-4430-7583-1 Complete Pack (Sets 1–13) 
(52 titles - 4 copies of each)

$1,599.99

Can you spot the  
duck on 6 pages?
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Help your child to read!
This book practises these letters and letter sounds.  
Point and say the sounds with your child:

ee   igh   oo (as in ‘look’)                    

Your child may need help to read these common tricky words:

you   the   by   of   all  

Before reading

• Look at the cover picture and read the title together. Read the back cover  
blurb to your child.

• Ask your child: Have you been on a walk in the countryside? Have you ever  
seen an animal or bird when you were outside?

During reading

• If your child gets stuck on a word, remind them to sound it out and then  
blend the sounds to read the word: t-ai-l, tail.

• If they are still stuck, show them how to read the word.
• Enjoy looking at the pictures together. Pause to talk about the story.

After reading

• Ask your child: What do you think the rabbit was up to? What animals would  
you like to see in the wild?

Useful guidance and 
support is included 
in every book.

Instructional Focus:
✔  Phonemic Awareness
✔  Phonics
✔  Fluency
✔  Comprehension
✔  Vocabulary

Contact us for  
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1-800-268-3848
education@scholastic.ca
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